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Round-up from the Closure Director
In line with the company values and safety improvement plan to deliver a
‘Target Zero’ approach to safety, the site has been actively promoting monthly
themed campaigns including Mental Health Awareness, Slips / Trips / Falls and
Security.
Magnox continues to support local socio-economic projects. Details on how to
apply for funding are at the end of this report.
The Ponds Programme Waste retrieval campaigns have continued with all collected Miscellaneous
Activated Components (MAC) and Miscellaneous Contaminated Items (MCI) removed from Reactor
Two Pond. Two metres of water was drained from each Pond by early August 2017.
Plant & Structures projects include the continued boiler house bulk asbestos removal which is
progressing well with 65 per cent of works complete. Electrical system reduction and rationalisation
is well under way with the installation of the small power clusters for the new supplies around the
Reactor Buildings. Boiler annex removal, work is ongoing looking at the engineering and business
options to deplant and demolish the boiler annexes.
The Waste Projects work is on the site’s critical path to meeting the major decommissioning
milestone of having processed and packed all the Intermediate Level Waste (ILW). The Advanced
Vacuum Drying System (AVDS) and Resin Retrieval System are now in the active commissioning
phase.

Paul Wilkinson
Closure Director
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1. SAFETY
SAFETY
In line with the company values and safety improvement plan to deliver a ‘Target Zero’ approach to
safety, the site has been actively promoting monthly themed campaigns including Mental Health
Awareness, Slips / Trips / Falls and Security.
Project Safety Reviews and Task Observations in the field continue to be of a good standard. The
reporting culture on site remains strong.
The site has now been operating 608 days (as of 9 January 2018) without a lost time accident;
however, there have been three significant safety near miss events in the period, a scaffolder was
observed working without fall protection approximately 2 metres above ground level, a fire exit was
externally secured without an alternative route labelled and within the reactor one boiler annexe a
110v cable was cut with no evidence of following a safe system of work. It is not clear when the cut
was made as the area is infrequently accessed. Corrective actions have been put in place to
prevent a recurrence.
A company red brief was issued at the end of December 2017 for action following stored energy
released from a failure of a spring hanger tie rod at Hinkley Point A. Dungeness A is currently
restricting work in areas where spring hangers are present and reviewing risk assessments and
method statements associated with work around them. This mainly impacts work surrounding
thermal insulation removal in the boiler annexes.
Complacency continues to be the number one safety concern on site and alongside the target zero
campaign. The management is focussed on delivering a strong safety message to ensure the
workforce mind set is engaged in safe working practices. The theme is to think BiG – Brains in Gear
and use the safety toolkit; this includes the principle of stop, think, act and review with the use of
point of work safety assessments, along with the promotion of reporting safety concerns and good
practices using learning capture forms.
The chart below shows the keyword areas in which learning capture forms have been raised over
the last 12 months at Dungeness A:
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RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION AND ENVIRONMENT
Radiation doses remain as low as reasonably practical and below dose limits. The total dose
received by all persons up to November 2017 was below estimate. Performance against the 2018
will be monitored as the year progresses.
Following the warning letter received from the Environment Agency regarding two waste
segregation events in 2017, the Environment Agency have reviewed the process changes and are
satisfied with the actions taken on site.

EMERGENCY SCHEME
Dungeness A has held the following exercises in the last 3 months:
09/10/2017 – Exercise Baboon – Joint Safety & Security Training and Desktop Exercise
18/10/2017 – Exercise Mercury – First Aid and Responder Training with HART Paramedic Team
25/10/2017 – Exercise Venus – First Aid and Responder Training with HART Paramedic Team
01/11/2017 – Exercise Earth – First Aid and Responder Training with HART Paramedic Team
08/11/2017 – Exercise Mars – First Aid and Responder Training with HART Paramedic Team
10/11/2017 – Exercise Newcastle – Plant and Structures Work at Height Rescue Exercise
15/11/2017 – Exercise Jupiter – First Aid and Responder Training with HART Paramedic Team
16/11/2017 – Exercise Tyneside – Ponds Exercise to Rescue an Operative from a Pontoon
21/11/2017 – Exercise Langur – Full Site Security Exercise Practising Proposed New Emergency
Arrangements (Post Shift Cessation).
22/11/2017 – Exercise Saturn – First Aid and Responder Training with HART Paramedic Team
29/11/2017 – Exercise Uranus – First Aid and Responder Training with HART Paramedic Team
13/12/2017 – Exercise Grivet – Full Site Security Exercise Practising Proposed New Emergency
Arrangements (Post Shift Cessation).
As detailed above, the site has held a number of first aid and responder exercises with the South
East Coast Ambulance Service’s Hazardous Area Response Teams which has benefitted both
parties. This has exposed the sites Nuclear Occupational First Aiders to very realistic scenarios of
serious injuries e.g. burns, arterial bleeds, compound fractures etc. Responders were also exposed
to complex handovers following a mass casualty incident.
Workplace practises continue to be performed in areas to ensure robust rescue mechanisms and
contingency arrangements are in place for more complex conventional and radiological safety
related projects.
The site is now turning its focus in order to train and exercise the proposed new emergency
arrangements following the cessation of operations shift workers. The change will introduce the role
of a Duty Controller and Lead Security Guard to replace the Shift Leader / Duly Authorised Person.
Dungeness will be the third site to transition to the new arrangements in the spring following
Trawsfyndd and Bradwell sites. The site will demonstrate the new emergency arrangements for
Security to ONR / CNS on 17 January 2018 and to the ONR for Safety on 6 February 2018.
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2. SITE AND PROJECT NEWS
PONDS PROGRAMME
Waste retrieval campaigns have continued with all collected Miscellaneous Activated Components
(MAC) and Miscellaneous Contaminated Items (MCI) removed from reactor two pond. Sort and
segregation of MAC/MCI in reactor one pond is currently in progress and forecast to complete in
February 2018.
All retrievable Low Level Waste (LLW) has been removed from reactor two pond including four fuel
skips and the deluging machine. The remaining six LLW skips in reactor one pond will be retrieved
by March 2018.
Each pond contains six metres of water with a total volume of approximately 1,000 m3 per pond.
Two metres of water was drained from each pond by early August 2017. The exposed wall in
reactor two pond has been high pressure washed to reduce levels of contamination. Cores samples
and surveys have been undertaken to confirm the efficacy of the process.
Issues with the site Final Delay Tanks (FDTs) prohibited further pond draining. The coating in the
tanks was suffering from age related degradation and as a result one of the tanks (FDT2) was
completely refurbished with a new lining and is now back in service.
To enable full decommissioning of the site’s Active Effluent Treatment Plant (AETP) an alternative
contaminated water treatment facility is required. The Ponds Programme has placed an order for
manufacture of a Modular Active Effluent Treatment Plant (MAETP) which is forecast to be
delivered in November 2018. Enabling works for the plant location will commence in February 2018
including power supplies and screeding of an existing concrete slab area to the south of reactor
one.

R2 Pond Core Sampling

R2 Pond Rescue
Demonstration from
Pontoons
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WASTE OPERATIONS PROGRAMME
Low Level Waste Operations
The Waste Operations Programme is responsible for the management, processing, conditioning
and off-site disposal of all higher and lower activity waste generated at site.
From the beginning October until 20 December, the Waste Operations Programme processed and
disposed of the following waste:





One contaminated combustible waste shipment has been dispatched to Tradebe for
iIncineration (21m3)
Two contaminated metal waste shipments have been dispatched to Cycliffe (8.2 tonne)
Four Very Low Level Waste (VLLW) shipments have been dispatched to Augean/Sita
(88m3)
A further 30 non radiological waste shipments have been disposed of, comprising of mainly
asbestos and metal/general waste

Processing of legacy WRATs (Waste Requiring Additional Treatment) drums has continued where a
further 30 drums have been processed in a dedicated C3 facility.
High Activity Waste Operations
15 empty DCICs have been received from manufacture in Germany to date, in preparation for filling.
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Active Commissioning of the Resin retrieval Plant and AVDS commenced on 2 November with the
first DCIC filled on the 27 November.

The scope of work for the following quarter is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processing and disposal of four contaminated metallic waste shipments (6.4te)
Processing and disposal of a further two contaminated combustible waste shipment (51m3)
Disposal of a further 103m3 of VLLW contaminated asbestos insulation and cladding
Disposal of two Half Height ISOs containing contaminated ponds furniture for direct disposal
to the LLW repository
Continued processing of Waste Requiring Additional Treatment (WRATS) in designated C3
containment
Complete Active Commissioning of AVDS Plant and Resin Retrieval Plant
Fill 30 MOSAIKs and transfer 18 of these MOSAIKs to Bradwell
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WASTE PROJECTS PROGRAMME
The Advanced Vacuum Drying System (AVDS) and Resin Retrieval System are now in the active
commissioning phase. Transportable waste packages (MOSAIK®) are now being produced under
the oversight of the local Test and Commissioning Panel.

Control Room display screen image of first resin filling campaign

The design of the system to repackage the resin stored in the Pathfinder boxes stored in blower hall
2A loading bay is progressing albeit behind schedule. The design shall be completed by April 2018.
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3D View of the Blower Hall 2A Loading Bay and the Proposed Resin
Re-packaging System

The Sludge and Sand Project is progressing through the detailed design. The system is split in to
two parts. The first is the Sludge Retrieval (Fillhouse and Vacuum system) for which the design is
complete. The second is the Wet Waste Transfer System (WWTS) for which the design is still
ongoing. The WWTS will deliver the fill/dry, fill/dry method for topping up the disposal package to
maximise the volume of dried sludge in each DCIC. The project is forecasting to be ready for active
commissioning in February 2019.
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3D design view of the sludge fill-house located behind the PWFCR

The detailed design for a Waste Transfer Area is progressing well. This is where Miscellaneous
Contaminated Items (MCI) and Miscellaneous Activated Components (MAC) will be taken for
sorting, segregating, size reduction and packaging in to DCICs for conditioning. The project team is
progressing through the design process and commissioning of the facility is scheduled to start
March 2019.

3D View of the Waste Transfer Area
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A temporary building is also being provided (adjacent to the LLAW building) to enable the Waste
Ops Team to manage low level waste in an enclosed environment. The design is complete and a
contractor has been appointed to perform the construction work. Installation work starts January
2018.
A sorting and segregation area has been built in the LLAW building to process the contents of 21
210 litre drums. The ILW content will be sampled to facilitate characterisation. The information
gathered will support disposal and transportability assessments.
Enablers Project, the work to provide a maintenance/paint repair facility for DCICs, in the MXD
loading bay will be completed this month.
Dungeness A is the first site in the fleet that will have to transport DCICs to another location, the
Interim Storage Facility (ISF) at Bradwell. This means that when we package waste in to DCICs we
have to comply with the transport licence as well as the disposal requirements imposed by
Radiological Waste Management (RWM). MOSAIK® DCICs will be transported by train from
Dungeness to Bradwell nine at a time and it is expected that the first transport will take place by the
end of March 2018. Waste Operations will fill 140 MOSAIK® DCIC with spent resin and transport to
Bradwell before the end of December 2018. Preparations for the transports are complete.

PLANT AND STRUCTURES
Boiler House Asbestos Removal
The bulk asbestos removal project is progressing well with 65 per cent of the work now
complete. Contract 1 completed in September 2018. Contracts 2 and 3 are progressing well with
both contracts planned completion dates being in July and November 2018 respectively. Contract 4
is scheduled to be placed in March 2018 which is the final section of asbestos thermal insulation
works and is planned to be completed by August 2019. Work is well under way involving 100
contract staff in total. A number of external mast climber hoists have been temporarily installed for
personnel to gain access to the higher levels of the reactor building and to aid in the movement of
waste from the various floor levels.
Electrical System Reduction & Rationalisation
Work is progressing well with the installation of the small power clusters for the new supplies around
the reactor buildings. A number of the power clusters are now powered up and all of the festoon
lighting is now installed. The project is 75 per cent completed to date and scheduled for completion
at the end of March 2018. This will significantly reduce the sites electrical hazard and footprint and
reduce the potential fire hazard from aged supply boards and cables.
Boiler Annexe Removal
Work is ongoing looking at the engineering and business options to deplant and demolish the boiler
annexes, the deplanting of the boiler drum houses and the weather proofing and access
requirements once the annexes are removed. In addition condition surveys have been undertaken
in a number of plant areas within the reactor buildings to look at future long term maintenance
requirements, including cost estimates.
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3. STAFFING






As at 31 December 2017, there are 133.85 full time equivalent (FTE) members of staff at
Dungeness A Site. There is also an additional 27.04 FTE members of staff who have a central role
but are based at Dungeness A.
There are 50.54 agency supplied workers and 27 individuals employed through Framework
Agreements or as contract supplied workers.
The number of contractors fluctuates according to the work being undertaken.
Since the last report to 30 September 2017, there have been 6 leavers and 11 members of staff
joining Dungeness A Site.

4. COMMUNITY RELATIONS
The new financial year for the Magnox Socioeconomic Scheme opened on 1 April 2017.
Applications for Dungeness A site to date is:
Organisation
Funding awarded
Description/outcome
Brookland Cricket
Club

£540

Provide New cricket Tops

Ivychurch Amenities
Association

£995

Improving Ivychurch Children’s Outdoor Play
Opportunities

Turn the Tide Festival,
Dymchurch

£388

Supply of reusable stand-alone signage for
the event

Beckley Pre-school

£500

Astro turf for front garden area

John Armitage
Memorial on the
Marsh(JOTM)

£5,691

Support for students of the Marsh Academy
if photography, support for primary school
children across the marsh in various creative
events.

Romney Resource
Centre

£38,260

Education support for individuals to gain
qualifications to progress into work,
apprenticeships or further education.

Rye Christmas
Festival

£897

Towards costs of new radios to improve
communication and safety during this event
and others in the town.

South East 4x4
Response

£1,630

Digital Radio Communications package as
part of a £10,000 upgrade for the volunteers
and those that manage the.

Total awarded to
date

£48,901

Magnox has been allocated £944,600 for socio-economic support across the twelve sites for
2017/18 and currently £391,839 has been awarded with £552,761 available. £6,000 has been
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allocated to each site for Good Neighbour Applications (up to £1,000); Dungeness A has approved
£3,320 as of the end of December 2017 with £2,680 available until the end of this financial year
(March 2018).
Please go to http://www.magnoxsites.co.uk/about-us/community/ or
www.magnoxsocioeconomic.com to access the socio-economic web portal where you can apply for
funding. If you would like to discuss a potential application for funding, please contact Haf Morris:
email Haf.e.morris@magnoxsites.com or Phone: 01797 343549
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